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Abstract

Testing is an important tool to monitor learn-
ing effects. However, it usually costs a large
amount of time and human labor to build an
item bank and to test large number of stu-
dents. In this paper, we propose a novel testing
strategy by combining automatic item genera-
tion (AIG) and computerized adaptive testing
(CAT) in vocabulary assessment for Chinese
L2 learners. Firstly, we generate three types
of vocabulary questions by modeling both the
vocabulary knowledge and learners’ writing
error data. After evaluation and calibration,
we construct a balanced item pool with au-
tomatically generated items, and implement
a three-parameter computerized adaptive test.
We conduct manual item evaluation and online
student tests in the experiments. The results
show that the combination of AIG and CAT
can construct test items efficiently and reduce
test cost significantly. Also, the test result of
CAT can provide valuable feedback to AIG al-
gorithms.

1 Introduction

Vocabulary is one of the most important parts of
language competence (Cook, 2016). Testing of
vocabulary knowledge is central to research on
reading and language (Brown et al., 2005). How-
ever, it usually costs a large amount of time and
human labor to build an item bank and to test large
number of students.

To enhance the testing efficiency and conve-
nience, we propose a novel testing strategy by
combining automatic item generation (AIG) and
computerized adaptive testing (CAT). Based on
this strategy, we build an online testing system to
evaluate vocabulary knowledge of Chinese second
language learners: http://test.aihanyu.
org. The pipeline of our method is illustrated in
Figure 1:

Step 1. Generate vocabulary questions automat-
ically by modeling both the vocabulary
knowledge and learners’ writing error
data.

Step 2. Construct a balanced item pool by sam-
pling questions from different difficulty
levels, and implement an online vocabu-
lary test with these items.

Step 3. Conduct student tests in which students
with different language proficiencies take
both the online AIG test and a traditional
student placement test developed by ex-
perts.

Step 4. Build an improved three-parameter CAT
model with these items, and estimate the
students’ abilities.

In the experiments, the student tests demon-
strate desirable results. Firstly, the scores of the
online AIG test are strongly correlated with that of
the placement test (ρ=0.8395). Secondly, the stu-
dent abilities estimated by our CAT model reaches
even stronger correlation with the placement test
(ρ=0.8715). Meanwhile, the average test length
decreases greatly by 81% (from 140 to 26).

The experiments show that our strategy can con-
struct test items efficiently and reduce test cost sig-
nificantly for both test developers and test takers.
Also, the test result of CAT can provide valuable
feedback to question generation and selection al-
gorithms.

2 Related Work

2.1 Automatic Item Generation
Automatic item generation (AIG) is a promising
approach to reduce the cost of test development.
AIG methods have been used in generating differ-
ent types of questions, such as reading comprehen-

http://test.aihanyu.org
http://test.aihanyu.org
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Figure 1: The pipeline of our testing strategy that combines AIG and CAT.

sion (Rus et al., 2007; Mostow et al., 2017) and
vocabulary assessment (Mitkov et al., 2006, 2009;
Aldabe and Maritxalar, 2014). Due to its high ef-
ficiency and controllability, automatic item gener-
ation has been used to create solutions and ratio-
nales for Computerized Formative Testing (Gierl
and Lai, 2018).

For vocabulary testing, researchers have made a
lot of efforts in generating vocabulary questions
for ESL (English as a second language) learn-
ers (Mitkov and An Ha, 2003; Singh Bhatia et al.,
2013; Correia et al., 2010; Takuya et al., 2010).
It is well known that lexical knowledge vary a lot
among different languages. For example, Chinese
is a typical analytic language that lacks inflection.
It mainly uses function words and word order to
express grammatical information.

In the area of Chinese item generation, some
methods have been proposed to generate factual
questions and character questions (Liu et al., 2017;
Ding and Gu, 2010; Liu et al., 2018). Different
from existing work, this paper focuses on the gen-
eration of vocabulary questions, and utilizes them
in vocabulary assessment of CSL (Chinese as a
second language) learners. To enhance the test
efficiency, we also integrate these automatically
generated items into a computerized adaptive test-
ing (CAT) model.

2.2 Computerized Adaptive Testing
With the development of language testing tech-
nologies, computerized adaptive testing (CAT) has
attracted considerable attention in language testing
area and has been successfully applied to large-
scale standardized language tests, such as GRE
and GMAT (Chang, 2015). Instead of giving all
the examinees the same fixed test, CAT selects
items that are tailored to each examinee’s abil-
ity. Compared with traditional computer based or
paper-pencil based tests, CAT can greatly shorten
the test length by 50% while maintaining good test
reliability and increasing the test security (Wainer,
2000; Weiss and Kingsbury, 1984).

However, one of the main challenges in CAT
is the item pool development which requires not
only large numbers of high-quality test items, but
also a careful calibration of these items. In this
study, we propose to construct the item pool with
automatically generated questions. It can reduce
the test cost significantly for both test developers
and test takers.

3 Automatic Generation of Vocabulary
Questions

To test the vocabulary knowledge of CSL learn-
ers, we generate three types of multiple-choice
questions which account for different dimensions
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of vocabulary knowledge. The question examples
can be seen in Figure 2.

(1) Word selection: Select a word that can fill
in the blank of the sentence. It involves the
knowledge of word form, meaning and how it
is used in the context.

(2) Word pronunciation: Select a word that has an
incorrect pinyin label. It focuses on the pro-
nunciation part.

(3) Word collocation: Select a word that can col-
locate with the given word. It addresses the
syntactic behaviors and collocational knowl-
edge of words.

The generation of the vocabulary questions in-
volves two stages: (1) Build a vocabulary knowl-
edge base by extracting features from learner cor-
pus, textbook corpus, test papers and dictionaries.
(2) Generate different types of questions via stem
selection, target word selection and distractor se-
lection.

3.1 Vocabulary Knowledge Base

The knowledge base contains totally 8,400 word
entries, which are collected from the syllabuses
of two official Chinese language proficiency tests:
HSK1 and TOCFL2. We build a list of attributes
for each entry in the knowledge base, and the
attribute values are automatically extracted from
large-scale language resources with multiple natu-
ral language processing (NLP) methods:

• Word frequency: It is calculated from CTC3,
a text corpus for Chinese L2 learners.

• Word level: The 8400 target words are scaled
to 14 difficulty levels according to their fre-
quencies in CTC, i.e. 600 words at each level.

• Words of similar pronunciation: They are
extracted with the pronunciation similarity
model proposed by Hu (2013).

• Words of similar form: If two words are of
equal length in Chinese characters (hanzi)
and have at least one same character, we
count them as words of similar form.

1http://www.chinesetest.cn/godownload.do
2http://www.tw.org/tocfl/
3http://www.aihanyu.org/basic v2/index.html

• Synonyms: They are retrieved from Yang and
Jia (2005)’s synonym dictionary.

• Easily confused words: They are extracted
from leaners’ writing error, as collected and
manually labeled in HSK learner corpus4. If
word a is involved in word selection error for
at least 10 times in the learner corpus, and it
is mistakenly used as word b for over 20%
of the error cases, we identify word b as an
easily confused word of a.

• Collocations: Nine types of collocations
are retrieved from the collocation knowledge
base built by Hu et al. (2016)5.

3.2 Item Generation
3.2.1 Word Selection Question
The model generate the word selection questions
via four steps: preprocessing, stem sentence se-
lection, target word selection and question gener-
ation.

Firstly, all the texts in CTC are preprocessed via
word segmentation, POS tagging and dependency
parsing with LTP-Cloud (Che et al., 2010), a Chi-
nese NLP toolkit. We obtain 2.4 million words and
154,023 dependency trees after the preprocessing.

Secondly, sentences are selected based on the
NLP preprocessing results if they can satisfy mul-
tiple conditions, including sentence length, sen-
tence independence and difficulty levels. We limit
the sentence length to 10-30 words. For inde-
pendence analysis, we target at sentences whose
meanings are context independent, i.e. a com-
plete declarative sentence which is not from a di-
alogue, and does not involve a pronoun that refers
to someone or something in the previous con-
text. We compile 3 rules based on POS tags and
dependency relations to exclude unqualified sen-
tences. For difficulty levels, we check if each word
of the sentence is in our 8400-word vocabulary
for L2 learners, and the percent of OOV (out-of-
vocabulary) words should not exceed 10%.

Thirdly, we locate candidate target words in
the stem sentences. Each candidate word should
appear only once in the sentence and have at
least three distractors in the vocabulary knowledge
base. The distractors include words of similar pro-
nunciation and form, as well as easily confused
words. If more than one candidate target words are

4http://bcc.blcu.edu.cn/hsk
5http://cca.xingtanlu.cn/
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Examples of automatically generated items as they shown in the online testing application. (a) Word
Selection, (b) Word Pronunciation, (c) Word Collocation. The highlighted option is the correct answer.

retrieved, we choose the one with higher difficulty,
i.e. lower frequency. If a target word has more
than three distractors, we choose the distractors
that have the most similar difficulty levels with the
target words.

At last, the target word is removed to generate
a fill-in-blank question. Three distractors and the
target word are shuffled to construct four options.

3.2.2 Word Pronunciation Question
A target word is firstly selected if one of its char-
acters has an easily confused pronunciation deter-
mined by the pronunciation similarity model (Hu,
2013). We replace the correct pinyin with an easily
confused one, and choose three other words from
the same difficulty level that have correct pinyin
labels and the same length. The item stem is “Se-
lect the word that has an incorrect pinyin label”.

3.2.3 Word Collocation Question
For word collocation question, we firstly retrieve
the collocations of frequency > 3 and mutual in-
formation > 0 for each target word. Given a
target word and its collocation, we obtain candi-
date distractors from the vocabulary knowledge
base. To ensure there is only one correct answer in
the multiple-choice question, we replace the target
word with each candidate distractor to constitute
a new combination. If the new combination does
not appear in our collocation data, this candidate
distractor is accepted. If more than three distrac-
tors are accepted, we choose the ones that have the
most similar difficulty levels with the target word.
At last, the target word is removed and we gen-
erate the question similarly to the word selection
question.

Three types and totally 93764 test items are
successfully generated with our method, includ-
ing 75689 items for word selection, 6697 items
for word pronunciation and 11378 items for word

collocation. After that, we sample questions for
manual evaluation. The results will be discussed
in Section 5.

4 Computerized Adaptive Testing

This paper aims at building a CAT model to eval-
uate vocabulary knowledge of CSL learners. We
use the automatically generated questions for item
calibration. The advantage is we can directly sam-
ple questions from different difficulty levels, so
as to build a balanced item bank. In this study,
item response theory (IRT) with three-parameter
is used for calibration.

4.1 Theoretical Basis

Let pi(θ) be the probability of a correct response
to item i from a examinee with ability θ, thus
qi(θ) = 1 − pi(θ) is the probability of a incorrect
response.

Let u = (u1, u2, ..., un), ui ∈ {0, 1} is the re-
sponses of n items. The likelihood function L is
given by Equation 1.

L(u|θ) =
n∏
i=1

pi(θ)
uiqi(θ)

1−ui (1)

Equation 2 gives the probability of a correct re-
sponse to item i, where ai is discrimination param-
eter, bi is difficulty parameter, and ci is the guess-
ing parameter.

pi(θ) = ci +
1− ci

1 + e−ai(θ−bi)
(2)

Solving L′(θ) = 0 can find the value of θ̂
that maximize the likelihood function L. To sim-
plify, we transform it to a log-likelihood function
l(u|θ) = ln(L(u|θ)) as shown in Equation 3. The
logarithm function could convert the product of
factors to a sum of log factors, which makes it
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much easier to get the derivative.

l(u|θ) =
n∑
i=1

(ui ln pi(θ) + (1− ui) ln qi(θ)) (3)

Thus, to find the θ̂ that maximize L, it is equiv-
alent to solve l′(θ) = 0. It can be computed by
the Newton-Raphson method: θt+1 = θt − l′(θ)

l′′(θ) ,
which is an iterative algorithm with termination
criterion ε, tmax s.t. ∆ = θt+1−θt < ε∨t > tmax.
A simplified iterative formula is given by Equa-
tion 4 (Baker, 2001).

θt+1 = θt +

∑n
i=1 ai(ui − pi(θt))∑n
i=1 a

2
i pi(θt)qi(θt)

(4)

The information function is given by Equa-
tion 5. Ii(θ) is the amount of information for item
i at ability θ.

Ii(θ) = a2i
(pi(θ)− ci)2

(1− ci)2
qi(θ)

pi(θ)
(5)

The test information function is given by Equa-
tion 6. It is the sum of information for all items in
the test.

TI(θ) =
n∑
i=1

Ii(θ) (6)

The standard error function is given by Equa-
tion 7. A higher test information TI implies the
higher precision of estimated ability which can not
be observed directly. Thus, the smaller SE is, the
better estimation is. A threshold of SE acts as a
termination criteria in the test.

SE(θ) =
1√
TI(θ)

(7)

4.2 Adaptive Algorithm
There are four important components in an adap-
tive testing algorithm: the item pool, the item
selection, the ability estimation and stopping
rules (Weiss and Kingsbury, 1984).

Item Pool. The success of CAT is highly depen-
dent on the item pool with sufficient items of dif-
ferent difficulty levels. Our AIG method enables
the system to select as many items as the test needs
from different levels. Thus, a balanced item pool
can be easily sampled for calibration.

Item Selection. The item selection is to select
an item with the highest information I at the esti-
mated ability θ̂. The test normally starts with an
item of medium difficulty. And items can not be
repeated during the test.

Ability Estimation. After each item is an-
swered, the examinee’s ability is estimated and
used by the item selection to select the next item.
The most commonly used estimation method is
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Maxi-
mum likelihood is asymptotically unbiased, but it
can not provide an ability estimate for a homo-
geneous set of responses (all correct or all incor-
rect) (Weiss and Kingsbury, 1984). To address this
problem, we set a bound of ability [θmin, θmax] to
enable Newton-Raphson method to convergence
to the bound. The iterative ability estimation pro-
cess is shown in Algorithm 1.

Stopping Rules. After the ability is estimated,
the standard error SE is calculated to determine
whether a new item must be selected or the
test should be terminated. We implement three
stopping rules: the test reaches the maximum
length nmax, the ability reaches the boundary
[θmin, θmax] for five consecutive questions when
more than 15 items are administrated, or the exam-
inee’s standard error SE falls below the threshold
s.

5 Experimental Analysis

We evaluate our method via three experiments: (1)
Evaluate the automatically generated items manu-
ally. (2) Conduct student test with both an online
AIG test and a traditional written test developed
by CSL teachers. (3) Use CAT model to estimate
the students’ abilities.

5.1 Expert Evaluation of AIG

To assess the students’ vocabulary knowledge, we
generate three types and totally 93764 test items.
After that, we randomly sample 100 items for each
type of question, resulting in 300 items in total.
These questions are used for manual evaluation.
Original Acceptance Rate (OAR) and Adjustable
Acceptance Rate (AAR) are calculated. An item
can be originally accepted if two professional CSL
teachers both agree that this item can be directly
used in a vocabulary test. And it can be an ad-
justable item if the teachers both agree that it only
needs a few simple modifications, i.e. the replace-
ment or deletion of less than 2 words.

The evaluation results are shown in Table 1. The
question generation method performs well with
the average OAR of 53% and the AAR of 81.67%.

It is noteworthy that the acceptance rate varies
a lot among three types of questions. Word pro-
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Algorithm 1 Estimate(B, θ0, s, nmax, θmin, θmax, tmax, ε)
Set n = 0
Set A = ∅
Set T = []
Set U = []
Set θ̂ = θ0
while n < nmax ∧ SE(θ̂) ≥ s do

Set n = n+ 1
Find item x st. x ∈ B ∧ x /∈ A ∧ Ix(θ̂) = maxy/∈A Iy(θ̂)
Add(A, x)
if test taker’s answer to item x is correct then

Add(U, 1)
else

Add(U, 0)
end if
Set t = 0
repeat

Set t = t+ 1
Set θtmp = θ̂

Update θ̂ using Equation 4
Set ∆ =

∣∣∣θ̂ − θtmp∣∣∣
until ∆ < ε ∨ t > tmax ∨ θt /∈ [θmin, θmax]
Set θ̂ = max(min(θ̂, θmax), θmin)
Add(T, θ̂)
if n > 15 ∧ (min(Last(T, 5)) = θmax ∨max(Last(T, 5)) = θmin) then

break while
end if

end while
return θ̂

nunciation question performs best since it focuses
only on the pinyin label, and its generation module
is very simple. The generation of word selection
questions is much more complicated. It involves
appropriate selection of sentences, target words
and distractors. Word collocation question can be
considered as a simplified version of word selec-
tion question. We further analyze the feedback of
the teachers, and find that the distractor selection
works very well, indicating that our vocabulary
knowledge base has a high quality. Meanwhile,
the stem sentence selection and target word se-
lection algorithms needs further improvement on
both difficulty control and semantic analysis.

5.2 Online AIG Test

We build an online vocabulary test with accepted
vocabulary questions of three types. Specifically,
we select 140 questions from 14 word levels, i.e.
10 questions at each level. These questions are

manually reviewed and adjusted to ensure they can
be used in the student test. The score for each
question is one point, thus, the test score equals
the number of questions answered correctly. The
vocabulary size of each student can be estimated
with the method proposed by Beglar and Nation
(2007). Since each level has 600 words, a stu-
dent’s test score will be multiplied by 60 to get
their total receptive vocabulary size. The inter-
faces of the online testing system can be seen in
Figure 3.

155 international students of different language
proficiencies are organized to take a traditional
written test of 90 minutes and the AIG online test
of 30 minutes. The written test is a student place-
ment test including listening, reading and writing
questions constructed by professional CSL teach-
ers. And the online test only includes vocabulary
questions. These two tests are administrated on
the same day to ensure the examinees’ language
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Table 1: Results of Expert Evaluation

Result Word Selection Word Pronunciation Word Collocation Average

OAR 19% 100% 40% 53%
AAR 65% 100% 80% 81.67%

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: The online testing system on mobile devices (a) description of the test, (b) examples of test items, (c) the
first item, (d) the last item.
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proficiencies are stable.
After the tests, we compute the correlation

scores of them. As shown in Figure 4(a), the re-
sult is very inspiring that the scores are strongly
correlated with Pearson correlation coefficient of
0.8395, given we only use AIG based vocabulary
questions. Furthermore, the test time is greatly re-
duced from 90 minutes to 30 minutes. The online
AIG test promisingly indicates that:

• Vocabulary knowledge is indeed a core part
of second language proficiency, as stated in
previous works (Nation, 2001; Cook, 2016).

• AIG is an effective tool for vocabulary as-
sessment.

5.3 CAT Simulation
After the online test, we collect students’ answer
data, and estimate three parameters for each item,
including difficulty parameter b, discrimination
parameter a and guessing parameter c. The esti-
mation is based on 3PL item response theory (IRT)
and implemented with the R package ltm.

With this calibrated item pool, we implement
the adaptive algorithm illustrated in Algorithm 1.
The detailed parameter settings are as following:
θ0 = 0.2, s = 0.3, nmax = 80, [θmin, θmax] =
[−1.5, 4.5], tmax = 80, ε = 0.0001.

We simulate the CAT based vocabulary test with
the 155 students’ answers, and output estimated
abilities when one of the stopping rules is trig-
gered.

Figure 4(b) shows that the estimated abilities
reaches an even higher correlation coefficient of
ρ = 0.8715 than the fixed online AIG test. Mean-
while, the average test length is only 26, which
decreases greatly by 81% compared to 140 of the
AIG test.

Figure 5 further illustrates the CAT simulation
result. Regarding the triggered stopping rules,
83% of the students end with the standard devi-
ation threshold, which indicates that our CAT al-
gorithm has a desirable estimate precision. How-
ever, there are still 13% of students end with the
lower ability boundary, and 4% of students stop
with maximum test length. These cases reflect that
our item pool needs improvement by adding more
very simple questions for low ability students and
very hard questions for high ability students. It
is an important feedback to the AIG algorithm,
especially on the difficulty control and sampling
method.

5.4 Vocabulary Size and Score Prediction
After estimating students’ vocabulary abilities
with CAT, we train a linear regression model to
predict a student’s vocabulary size and the written
test score.

The vocabulary size vs is predicted with Equa-
tion 8.

vs = 60× (22.37 θ + 61.43), R2 = 0.8505 (8)

It has been implemented on our online testing sys-
tem http://test.aihanyu.org. Users can
quickly estimate their vocabulary sizes after taking
a CAT test in a few minutes.

The written test score sc can be computed with
Equation 9. The result could serve as an effective
tool for student placement.

sc = 14.10 θ + 49.46, R2 = 0.7594 (9)

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel testing strategy
by combining automatic item generation (AIG)
and computerized adaptive testing (CAT) in vo-
cabulary assessment. Experiments show that it is
a promising and highly effective path to evaluate
language proficiency. The advantages are obvious
as below:

• AIG is an effective method to construct a bal-
anced CAT item pool.

• CAT is also a good evaluation tool of AIG,
since it can provide important feedback to
AIG which is hard to be given by manual
evaluation.

• The combination of AIG and CAT can reduce
the test cost significantly.

We believe that this testing strategy can serve
as a good basis for research of language testing,
as well as various intelligent learning applications
that need students’ proficiencies for user model-
ing. In the future, we aim at enhancing the AIG al-
gorithms and exploring the generation algorithms
of more question types, as well as in more disci-
plines.
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